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for Imprivata OneSign®

Combining Access with Print Security
While new technology has improved the quality of care, it has created a growing 
concern for affordability, user convenience and the security of Protected Health 
Information (PHI). Uncontrolled access to print devices allows unauthorized 
users to print at will--increasing printing costs. Location awareness issues 
associated with each print device make it difficult for users to print when and 
where it is most convenient. Unsecured printing creates a very real risk for 
PHI and uncollected documents represent a significant opportunity for cost 
savings as providers are continuing to focus on affordability. Additionally, 
current technology can pose integration challenges for new solutions.

SecureJet® Enterprise addresses all these issues by offering a printing solution 
that integrates seamlessly with Imprivata OneSign. This combined solution 
offers healthcare organizations the ability to reduce printing costs, eliminate 
location awareness issues for employees and secure document output.

Integration with Imprivata OneSign
Imprivata OneSign manages credentials and authentication information for 
the users. SecureJet Enterprise extends Imprivata OneSign capabilities to the 
printing environment. The same badge the user is already using to authenticate 
to their desktop and/or log into their applications can now also be used to 
release a print job.

SecureJet Enterprise does not require the re-enrollment of users as the 
combined solution leverages Imprivata OneSign’s existing user enrollment.

If a user leaves the organization and is disabled in Imprivata OneSign, printing 
privileges are automatically revoked as well. This increases the overall security 
and ease of administration. 

Key Capabilities

One Print Queue for All Printers
SecureJet Enterprise, when combined with Imprivata OneSign, eliminates 
location awareness issues associated with virtual environments. The use of 
one print queue removes the limitation of a device’s physical location as well 
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Allocate printing costs to 
specific departments for 
cost recovery

Integrates seamlessly with 
Imprivata OneSign
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as the need for clinicians to know the name or IP address of the printer closest 
to them. Clinicians, physicians and healthcare staff can print from anywhere 
and collect business critical documents where it is most convenient. The print 
job is held on servers and not printed until the job owner or delegated owner 
authenticates on any printer with a badge.

Access Control for Printing
Controlling access to print devices reduces printing costs. Unauthorized 
users are no longer able to walk up to a printer and copy, scan, print or fax. 
For authorized users, authentication is required prior to accessing device 
functions. Since authentication is required prior to document release, 
misprints, duplicates and uncollected print jobs are eliminated. With SecureJet 
Enterprise and Imprivata OneSign, facilities can secure print device access, 
reduce printing costs and eliminate printing waste.
This combined solution uses existing corporate identification methods for 
authentication, including PIN, proximity badge, smart card and/or swipe card. 
Choose to validate users through devices’ local ID lists, directly through LDAP/
AD or through integration with Imprivata OneSign. 

Print Job Delegation
Delegate print jobs to another user’s print queue and save the clinician time 
by eliminating the need to physically hand–off printed PHI.
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Security and Compliance Tool
SecureJet Enterprise and Imprivata OneSign prevent valuable PHI from being 
intercepted by persons who may potentially misuse confidential information. 
The combined solution also protects the confidentiality of patient records.

Through the use of device authentication, encryption and secure document 
release, the solution creates a HIPAA compliant printing environment.

Auditing printed data allows healthcare providers to determine who collected 
PHI, when it was collected, what was collected, and where it was collected due 
to authentication prior to document release. 

Let SecureJet Enterprise and Imprivata OneSign simplify printing so 
clinicians can focus on patient care and management can focus on meeting 
organizational goals. 
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